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Stars often form in multiple systems and may follow a complex evolution involving mass
transfer and collisions, leading to mergers that are possible progenitors of Type Ia
supernovae (SNe) [1, 2]. The progenitors of such explosions are still highly debated [3].
While binaries have received much attention so far, higher-order stellar systems show a
wide variety of interactions especially in tight systems, like long-term gravitational
effects playing a key role in triple (where they are called von Zeipel-Lidov-Kozai , [4, 5],
hereafter ZLK, oscillations) and quadruple systems. Here we report on the properties of
the first spectroscopic quadruple (SB4) found within a star cluster: the 2+2 hierarchical
system HD 74438 [6]. Its membership in the open cluster IC 2391 makes it the youngest
(43 My) SB4 discovered so far. The eccentricity of the 6 y outer period is 0.46 and the two
inner orbits, with periods of 20.5 d and 4.4 d, and eccentricities of 0.36 and 0.15, are not
coplanar. Using an innovative combination of ground-based high resolution
spectroscopy [7, 8, 9, 10] and Gaia/Hipparcos astrometry [11, 12, 13, 14], we show that
this system is undergoing secular interaction that likely pumped the eccentricity of one
of the inner orbit higher than expected for the spectral types of its components. We
compute the future evolution of HD 74438 by considering gravitational dynamics, stellar
evolution, and binary interactions [15], and show that this system is an excellent
candidate progenitor of sub-Chandrasekhar Type Ia supernova through white dwarf (WD)
mergers. This specific type of SNIa better accounts for the chemical evolution of
iron-peak elements in the Galaxy [16].

The integrated spectral type of the HD 74438 system is A5 [17]; it belongs to one of the closest
young clusters, IC 2391 containing 254 stars [18], located at 146+8

−7 pc in the Vela constellation,
aged 43+15

−7 My [19, 20] and of solar metallicity [21]. It was expected [22] that this system
should at least be a triple star because it lies 0.9 mag above the main sequence (MS) of the
Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram of the parent cluster. It was detected as a four-component
spectroscopic system (SB4) only recently [6] within the ground-based, large spectroscopic
Gaia-ESO Survey (GES) [7, 8]. Follow-up observations with HRS/SALT [9] and
HERCULES/UCMJO [10] allowed us to derive the orbital solution independently for the brighter
(components A and B) and the fainter (components C and D) pairs (Table 1 and Methods). The
systemic velocities of each pair (v0 in Table 1) bracket the velocity of the parent cluster [23]
(14.98 ± 0.17 km s−1), a first hint towards the pairs AB and CD being gravitationally bound. The
component mass ratios imply similar brightnesses in each of the inner pairs, well in line with
their detection as SB2s.

We adjusted synthetic spectra (see Methods) on two HRS/SALT spectra displaying four
well-separated components. One of these observed spectra is shown in Fig. 1, together with the
synthetic spectra of the four components and the resulting combined synthetic spectrum. The
derived effective temperatures and spectral types are listed in Table 1.

Masses, luminosities and radii are then inferred from a stellar isochrone [24] of 43 My at solar
metallicity, since the system components necessarily lie (provided no mass transfer has
occurred) on the cluster main sequence (see Fig. 2 and Methods). An important validation of our
method is that the spectroscopic mass ratios thus derived are in good agreement, within the
uncertainties, with the dynamical ones (Methods and Table 1). The dynamical mass ratio q =
(MC+MD)/(MA+MB) = 0.692 ± 0.003 could thus be derived, and appears to be among the lowest q
of SB4s known so far (see Supplementary Information). Adding together the four component
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luminosities, a total luminosity of 15.7 ± 1.8 L⊙ is obtained, which is in excellent agreement with
the independent determination provided by the Gaia DR2 luminosity [11] (15.3-0.1

+0.2 L⊙, Fig. 2).

We can deduce, following Eqs. 1, 5 and 6 of Methods, the orbital inclinations with respect to the
sky plane : iAB = 52.5 ± 1.5° for the massive pair and iCD = 84.0 ± 0.9° for the low-mass pair
(Table 1). The two SB2 orbits are thus far from being coplanar. The CD pair should moreover
show eclipses that could however not be detected from the inspection of the TESS [25]
photometric data. Thanks to archival ESO observations and the recent RV follow-up, it became
possible to constrain the mutual orbit of the two pairs. The period and eccentricity of the wide
pair are found to be 5.7 y and 0.46 (Methods and Table 1). Moreover, thanks to the knowledge
of the masses, the inclination of the wide pair on the sky is found to be 73.2° ± 2.7°. However,
the current mutual inclinations (iAB / AB-CD and iCD / AB-CD) are not known because they require the
knowledge of the longitudes of the ascending nodes (Eq. (10) of Methods), which can only be
determined by astrometric or interferometric measurements, should they be able to turn
HD 74438 in a visual system. In the Methods section, we show that Hipparcos [13, 14] and Gaia
[11, 12] astrometric data succeed in doing so for the outer orbit, giving access to the
corresponding longitude of the ascending node. However, a similar application of the
astrometric method to the inner orbits is impossible because of the closeness of the pairs, and
in this case, even an interferometric imaging approach is challenging. This innovative
combination of Hipparcos and Gaia astrometric data will be especially useful in the context of
the forthcoming Gaia data releases.

Concerning its birth condition, HD 74438’s properties may be compared to those of the much
younger quadruple system discovered in the star-forming core Barnard 5 and consisting of a
young protostar and three gravitationally-bound dense gas condensations [26]. The latter
system has a much wider separation, but it is recognised that separations tend to decrease over
time as the protostar grows in mass and dynamically interacts with the local gas reservoir [27].
These two systems thus represent different stages in the evolution of multiple-star systems
within their birth environment.

HD 74438 is a rare case with a relatively short outer period of 5.7 y when compared with the
other known 2+2 quadruples from the Multiple Star Catalogue [28]. Such systems are
uncommon in OCs; actually, our system has the shortest outer period known so far in an OC,
as shown in the left panel of Fig. 3, μ Ori [29] being the previous record holder (see also
Supplementary Information). It is currently unclear whether this results from an observational
bias or from the difficulty to form them [30]. Orbital shrinking caused by gas accretion and
dynamical friction mechanisms that took place during core fragmentation [27] seems to be
required to account for such short outer periods.

The high level of characterisation of this quadruple system allows us to use it as a test bench to
get insight into the secular evolution of multiple hierarchical systems [31]. Long-term
gravitational effects in which orbit-averaged torques change the orbital angular momenta and
eccentricities play a key role in triple and quadruple systems; they can indeed drive the
eccentricity to high values in quadruple systems. Despite its importance, the ZLK mechanism
was ignored for many years, but was revived some 10-20 years ago for triple systems with the
detection of the eccentric planet 16 Cyg B [32] or the close to perpendicular orbits in the Algol
system [33, 34]. The double astrometric binary μ Ori has also been reported to experience ZLK
cycles [29]. Within triple systems, the inner and outer orbits exchange angular momentum,
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which leads to mutual inclination and eccentricity oscillations on timescales much longer than
the orbital periods. The inner orbit eccentricities can reach very high values, thus leading to
nearly radial motion: together with orbit shrinkage, it can lead to merging of a pair [31, 40, 41].
In quadruple systems, orbit-averaged torques also change the orbital angular momenta and
eccentricity vectors, and ZLK effects are actually even more complex than in triples [42, 43, 44].
In 2+2 systems like HD 74438, mutual ZLK cycles can take place: each binary acts as a distant
perturber on the other pair. Of particular interest is the fact that quadruple systems with mutual
ZLK cycles have been proposed as one possible channel to SN Ia progenitors [1, 2, 45], since
high eccentricities are easily reached.

In HD 74438, evidence for ZLK oscillations caused by the interaction between the CD pair and
the AB-CD pair is given by the fact that the eccentricity of the CD pair (0.15 in a 4.4 d orbit) is
higher than what is expected for SB2 (from the SB9 catalogue [46]) and doubly eclipsing
binaries [47] of similar spectral types, as clearly shown on the bottom right panel of Fig. 3.
Moreover the threshold period for the circularisation of binaries in clusters aged 43 My is about
7-8 d [48, their Fig. 2], larger thus than the 4.4 d period of the CD pair. The CD pair should thus
have been already circularized given the age of IC 2391 unless secular evolution prevented it,
through the exchange of angular momentum between the outer AB-CD orbit and the CD one.

To explore the evolution of HD 74438 (up to 10 Gy in the future), we use the Multiple Stellar
Evolution code [15] that takes into account a wide range of processes, most importantly
gravitational dynamics, stellar evolution, and binary interactions such as mass transfer and
common-envelope evolution. We employ a Monte-Carlo approach to sample a set of
realisations of HD 74438 taking into account the observational uncertainties (see Methods). The
first interesting result is the fact that ZLK oscillations do indeed occur in the CD pair (right panel
of Fig. 4), due to angular momentum transfer between the CD and AB-CD pairs, for a very wide
range of mutual orbital inclinations between these pairs. Incidentally, the merging of the AB pair
is even more probable (left panel of Fig. 4) because the ZLK timescale of AB is shorter than the
one of CD (see Methods). Hence for systems like HD74438 one or more mergers occur in
almost 50% of the simulated cases. We show in the Methods the relative fractions of all mergers
in our simulations (collisions, as well as CE evolution). Collisions between main-sequence stars
are common, as well as CE events involving giant stars. Also possible are WD-WD mergers.
The latter could lead to Type Ia supernovae [49], although in the case of HD 74438 the
combined mass, according to our simulations, does not exceed the Chandrasekhar mass of
1.44 M⊙ (Fig. 5).

Former studies have shown that it is extremely difficult to obtain correct SNIa rates from
collisions of two WDs in dense stellar environments or resulting from a merger in binary systems
[1, 49 and references therein]. There were expectations that the situation would be more
favorable in triples thanks to head-on collisions triggered by secular evolution involving ZLK
oscillations [50]. However, the rate of WD-WD collisions in triples has been shown to be too low
to explain standard SNIa rates [45, 51]. Higher-order systems like HD 74438 could solve the
issue since the merger rate can be much higher in stellar quadruples compared to triples [2].
Even if our simulations result in sub-Chandrasekhar mass WD, it has been shown recently that
between 70-85% of all SNIa could be produced by mergers leading to the explosion of a
sub-Chandrasekhar WD [16, 52]. The present discovery and characterisation of a benchmark
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spectroscopic quadruple involving low-mass stars contributes to shed light on an important
channel potentially producing SNIa explosions.
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Figures

Figure 1: Spectral fitting of the HRS/SALT spectra (taken on 2018-12-31). The observed spectrum is
shown as magenta dots and the best SB4 template is shown as a black solid line. The four individual
component synthetic spectra are displayed as labelled in the legend. For components C and D, the
temperatures adopted in this figure correspond to those of the closest models in the grid of step 250 K.
The residuals (observed–synthetic) are shown at the top. The strong line close to the middle is the Balmer
line Hβ.
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Figure 2: Location of HD 74438 in the HR diagram. Black dots mark the positions of the four individual
components placed on the main sequence (dashed grey line), with Teff as derived from spectral fitting
(vertical dotted lines with associated spectral type on top), to be compared with the temperature of the
unresolved system derived by the Gaia-ESO Survey (the blue shaded area representing the 1σ
confidence interval). The combined luminosity derived in this work is plotted as the horizontal black line
while the Gaia luminosities and temperatures of the unresolved system are indicated by red (raw) and
brown (extinction-corrected) dots. The dashed grey line and colored lines are the theoretical stellar
isochrone at 43 My and for illustrative purposes the evolutionary tracks [24] for masses close to the
derived ones. Grey dots are known members of the IC 2391 open cluster [19].

Figure 3. Left: Comparison with other known 2+2 quadruples in clusters. Grey plusses are the 2+2
quadruples from the Multiple Star Catalogue [58, not volume complete]. We highlighted blue quadruples
belonging to clusters as cross-matched with SIMBAD. HD74438 appears to have the smallest outer
period. The solid line represents the condition for 2+2 quadruples to be dynamically stable [5]. Right:
Location of the two inner SB2 (AB in blue, CD in red) in the eccentricity-period diagram, compared
with A-type primaries (matching the AB pair; grey dots in the top panel) and G-type primaries (matching
the CD pair; grey dots in the bottom panel) of the SB9 catalogue [59] of spectroscopic binaries and doubly
eclipsing binaries [60] in yellow circles.
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Figure 4. MSE simulations of the HD 74438 future. The figures show, for the surviving systems, the
amplitude of eccentricity oscillations during the integrated time (i.e., up to 10 Gy) as a function of the initial
mutual inclination. Colour-coded are the initial values of R (the ZLK time-scales for inner-to-outer orbit
pairs; Eq. 32 of [45]). In the case of the eAB amplitude, there is a large gap near 90° inclinations, since
these have merged during their previous evolution. The eCD-plot shows that high eccentricity amplitudes
are possible for a large range of initial mutual inclinations iCD / AB-CD. Due to quadruple dynamics, the range
of mutual inclination angles is much enhanced, as can be seen by noting the colours: R’s close to unity
are required to get high amplitudes for small mutual inclinations, whereas if iCD / AB-CD is close to 90°, high
amplitudes can also be attained regardless of R values.

Figure 5. Distribution of merging WDs in our simulations. The total mass of the two merging WDs
(solid black line), as well as the individual two WD masses resulting, most of the time, from the merger of
the AB pair (blue dashed) and CD pair (red dotted lines). The black vertical dotted line indicates the
Chandrasekhar mass of 1.44 M⊙.
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Component A B C D Unresolved

Spectral Type A5 A9 G5 G9

Teff [K] 8250 ± 250 7500 ± 250 5625 ± 410 5375 ± 410

M [M⊙] (a) 1.70 ± 0.06 1.54 ± 0.06 0.96 ± 0.14 0.87 ± 0.14 5.07 ± 0.22

L [L⊙] 8.87 ± 1.40 5.72 ± 0.95 0.64 ± 0.51 0.48 ± 0.32 15.71 ± 1.80

R [R⊙] 1.46 ± 0.15 1.42 ± 0.15 0.84 ± 0.36 0.80 ± 0.29

AB CD AB-CD

qspec 0.91 ± 0.05 0.91 ± 0.22 0.58 ± 0.11

P [d] 20.56729 ± 0.00008 4.424198 ± 0.000006 2074.2 ± 3.5

e 0.3647 ± 0.0002 0.1536 ± 0.0004 0.458 ± 0.015

ω [rad] (c) 1.8901 ± 0.0005 4.3612 ± 0.0014 0.185 ± 0.039

T0 - 2400000 [d] 58 215.17 ± 0.002 58 290.76 ± 0.001 59165.8 ± 5.1

v0 [km s-1] 8.371 ± 0.007 23.724 ± 0.017 14.5 ± 0.2

AB CD

K [km s-1] 45.80 ± 0.09 50.88 ± 0.09 83.1 ± 0.1 85.3 ± 0.1 12.8 ± 0.3 18.5 ± 0.4

qdyn 0.900 ± 0.002 0.974 ± 0.002 0.692 ± 0.003

i [°] 52.5 ± 1.5 84.0 ± 0.9 73.2 ± 2.7

a [au] 0.21 ± 0.25 0.068 ± 0.004 5.54 ± 0.04

M [M⊙] (b) 1.64 ± 0.06 1.48 ± 0.06 1.09 ± 0.04 1.06 ± 0.04 5.28 ± 0.10

μ”AB-CD,phot
[mas/y]

- - - - 13.0

Ω [°] ? ? 333°

(a) Masses derived from the stars’ location in the HR diagram
(b) Masses derived from Eqs. (5) and (6), adopting the value of MA from (a).
(c) The argument of periastron ω corresponds to the spectroscopic orbit of the brightest component around the

centre of mass.

Table 1. Stellar and orbital parameters for the quadruple system HD 74438 and its components.
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Methods

Observations and data reduction. The details of the observations are summarized in Table 2.
The spectra were obtained with three different high-resolution spectrographs: (i) UVES/VLT, (ii)
HERCULES/UCMJO, (iii) HRS/SALT, and with one medium-resolution spectrograph
(GIRAFFE/VLT).

UVES spectra have been obtained in the context of the Gaia-ESO Survey. HD 74438 has been
observed 45 times within 2.5 h on the night of February 18-19, 2014, with the UVES/FLAMES
multi-fiber facility [53] using the U520 and U580 set-ups. The four components of HD 74438
were detected in the framework of a search for spectroscopic binaries [6] within the GES
sample. The spectra were reduced and normalized using the GES standard reduction pipeline
[54].

A long-term monitoring program of HD 74438 has been undertaken at the University of
Canterbury Mt John Observatory in New Zealand with the HERCULES spectrograph [10]. The
spectra were reduced and normalized with a MATLAB software pipeline developed specifically
for HERCULES spectra.

Finally, a monitoring program (no. 2018-1-MLT-009 and 2020-2-MLT-003) was accepted on
SALT [9] (Southern African Large Telescope) to follow with the HRS spectrograph the most
interesting SB2, SB3 and the SB4 candidates uncovered within the GES [6]. The spectra were
reduced with the SALT Science pipeline [55] and the continuum normalization was obtained by2

iteratively fitting polynomials and rejecting the residuals exceeding 0.25 standard deviations.

In addition, archival data from ESO with the mid-resolution spectrograph GIRAFFE/VLT [53]
allows us to add three epochs in 2004 and help to constrain the longer period but only for the
AB pair because C and D components are not resolved with GIRAFFE.

Cross correlation function (CCF) calculations. The CCFs were computed by
cross-correlating normalized observed spectra with a unique template built as follows. The initial
guess for the template was based on the spectral type attributed to the unresolved multiple
system (A2 [17]). We thus adopted a Kurucz model atmosphere [56] with Teff = 9000 K.
Nevertheless a lower temperature (Teff = 7000 K) provided more contrasted CCFs. Therefore we
adopted a Kurucz model atmosphere of Teff = 7000 K, log g = 4.0 and [Fe/H] = 0. We computed
a synthetic spectrum from 3700 to 8900 Å to cover the three spectrographs spectral range.
Strong lines were masked (Balmer lines, H&K Ca II, Ca II IR triplet, and Na I D lines). We then
used Detection of Extrema (DOE) [6] to extract the positions and depths of 6123 lines, building
a comb of rectangular functions 0.01 Å-wide, and with a height corresponding to the line depth.
The CCFs were then computed by cross-correlating the normalized spectra and the comb of
rectangular functions.

2 http://pysalt.salt.ac.za/
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Radial-velocity measurements. The identification of the number of radial velocity (RV)
components, their positions and the RV uncertainties was performed with DOE [6]. First, the
third derivative of the CCF was used to identify the number of components. Second, a
multi-Gaussian fit was performed on the CCF. Examples of fits to multiple CCF peaks are
illustrated in Fig. 6 for HRS/SALT and HERCULES/UCMJO. Three components are always
visible and a fourth one can also be distinguished in most CCFs; they are labelled A, B, C, D by
decreasing CCF peak intensity. While the assignment of the A and B components is
straightforward, several trials and errors were necessary for a correct assignment of the C and
D components because their peak intensities are similar, especially among the HRS spectra
where the sparse sampling does not allow to easily follow each component over time.

Orbital parameters of the inner pairs. The HD 74438 system is a 2+2 hierarchical system.
The time interval between UVES and HERCULES/UCMJO + HRS/SALT data is about 5 y,
enough for the wider AB-CD pair to imprint a secular trend; therefore only the
HERCULES/UCMJO and HRS/SALT data sets were used to derive the AB and CD short-period
orbits. We also assumed that the instrumental zero-point RV offset between the two
spectrographs is negligible. In Fig. 7, the final orbital solutions are compared to the HRS/SALT
(middle bottom) and HERCULES/UCMJO (bottom) RVs. The symmetric ± 10 km s-1 offsets in
the GES data are well visible in Fig. 8, which displays the orbital solutions for pairs AB (left
panel, P ≈ 20.6 d) and CD (right panel, P ≈ 4.4 d), obtained from the HRS/SALT and
HERCULES/UCMJO RVs. Orbital parameters of the two short-period pairs AB and CD are
provided in Table 1.

Astrophysical parameters. The astrophysical parameters were derived using two HRS/SALT
spectra taken on October 14, 2018 and December 31, 2018 because they show four
well-separated components at the highest resolution. Since HD 74438 belongs to a young
cluster, it is assumed to be located on the main sequence and to have a solar metallicity [21]
(i.e. log g = 4.5 and [Fe/H] = 0). For the spectral fitting procedure, we built a grid of synthetic
composite spectra (with each component shifted by its respective RV) covering the wavelength
range [3850, 5500] Å computed from Kurucz model atmospheres with the radiative-transfer3

code Turbospectrum [57] using atomic linelist from VALD3 [58] in the range [3850, 4200] Å and
GES linelist [59] in the range [4200, 5500] Å. The composite spectra in this grid combine four
components, estimating radii from empirical calibration based on Teff logg and [Fe/H] [60], with
temperatures ranging from 4000 to 10000 K (with a step of 250 K), convolved with a Gaussian
of standard deviation of 5 km s-1. No significant broadening was detected beyond the
instrumental one. The best composite synthetic spectrum was retained on the basis of the
smallest standard deviation of the (observed - calculated) residuals. The adopted Teff of each
component is the average of the values obtained from the two spectra quoted above. The Teff

uncertainties were computed by adding quadratically the error on the mean (since the Teff

determination was performed on two spectra, providing slightly different results for the C and D
components arising from the small differences between the synthetic and observed spectra at
different orbital phases) and the grid step. As an illustration of the quality of the fit, Fig. 1
compares the spectrum observed on December 31, 2018 with the best combined synthetic
spectrum and its individual components. The spectral types were then derived [61] from the
individual temperatures of each component. We selected three PARSEC [24] isochrones with

3 http://kurucz.harvard.edu/grids.html, the ap00k2.dat in the GRIDP00 directory
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solar metallicity (Z = 0.0147) covering the uncertainty range around the age of the parent cluster
[19], namely t = 43+15

−7 My. Combining these isochrones with the previously determined
temperatures, the masses and luminosities of the components are derived, with uncertainties on
these values deduced from the uncertainties on the component temperatures and cluster age.
Radii are also derived. Finally, the spectroscopic mass ratios for each pair and for the AB-CD
system, i.e. MCD/MAB, are derived. The astrophysical parameters of HD 74438’s individual
components are listed in Table 1. The large temperature range from the Gaia-ESO Survey
(7600 ± 750 K) well brackets the temperatures of the brightest-pair components while the Gaia
temperature [70] (7423 ± 52 K) agrees well with component B.

Inclinations and separations. Combining orbital and astrophysical parameters, it is possible to
deduce the inclination of each SB2 pair:

(1)

where Kp, P, Mp, e and q are the RV amplitude of the primary, the orbital period, the mass of the
primary of the pair, the eccentricity and the mass ratio of the secondary over the primary. We
obtain iAB = 52.5 ± 1.5° and iCD = 84.0 ± 0.9°. Knowing the inclinations, it is then possible to
derive the geometrical separation of each pair:

(2)

where the p index stands for the primary of each pair. We obtain aAB = 0.21 ± 0.25 au and aCD =
0.068 ± 0.004 au, where uncertainties on inclination dominate.

Location in the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram. The luminosity of HD 77438 (considered
as a single object) is 15.3-0.1

+0.2 L⊙ according to the Gaia DR2 catalogue [11]. We now compare
this luminosity to the one obtained when adding the four component luminosities. Since the
temperatures of the four components have been spectroscopically determined, the cluster
PARSEC isochrone at 43 My directly provides their luminosities. Summing up these luminosities
leads to a total luminosity of 15.7 ± 1.8 L⊙ for the combined system. It is represented by a
horizontal line in Fig. 2, because the temperature of the SB4 considered as a single star (for
instance as given by the GES temperature of 7600 ± 750 K; blue shaded area in Fig. 2) has no
physical meaning. The combined luminosity is thus in excellent agreement with the Gaia DR2
one. The above value can be compared to the luminosity also derived from the Gaia DR2
catalogue [11, 18], but dereddening the photometry, using the usual relation:

(3)

where G, 𝜛, BCG, and AG are the Gaia G-band magnitude (G = 7.501 ± 0.005), the parallax in
mas (𝜛 = 6.951 ± 0.062), the bolometric correction and extinction in the G band of HD 74438,
respectively. The solar bolometric luminosity is taken as 𝓜bol = 4.75. The extinction in the G
band depends on GBP - GRP and on the reddening for IC 2391 estimated as E(B−V) = 0.100 [11].
It is computed using Eq. 1 and Table 1 of the Gaia Collaboration [18]: AG = 0.281+0.058

−0.075 mag.
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The bolometric correction of HD 74438 is computed by considering the two most luminous
components (A and B):

(4)

where BCAB
G, BCA

G and BCB
G are the bolometric corrections in the G band of pair AB, and of

components A and B respectively. We found BCA
G = −0.018, BCB

G= +0.061 and BCAB
G = +0.010

± 0.013. The bolometric correction model BCG(Teff) in the G band is computed using Eq. 7 and
Table 4 from [62]. We finally obtain from Eq. (3) an extinction-corrected Gaia luminosity of L =
21.1 ± 9.5 L⊙, as represented in Fig. 2 by the brown dot. The uncertainty on the derived
luminosity is obtained by propagating uncertainties from G, 𝜛, and BCG and is admittedly large,
because of the uncertainty on the bolometric correction. The cluster stars whose membership
probability is higher than 90% are also represented as grey dots in Fig. 2, with effective
temperatures as provided by the GES iDR4 [19].

Parameters of the outer orbit. We retrieved observations with GIRAFFE spectrograph taken in
2004. Combined with our recent follow-up with HRS/SALT and HERCULES/UCMJO, this allows
us to cover more than half of the orbital phase. We computed the center of mass velocity of
each inner pair and fit a Keplerian orbit. The fitted RV curve is given in Fig. 9. We obtained a
period of about 5.7 y. The dynamical stability of hierarchical systems imposes the outer period to
be at least approximately five times longer than the longest inner period [30], which is clearly
the case here. The high eccentricity is not surprising for such a young system. For the derivation
of the inclination of the outer pair, we used Eq. (1) while for the semi-major axis, we directly
used the third Kepler law, the values being reported in Table 1.

Dynamical masses. An independent way to derive the stellar masses (besides the location of
the stars in the HR diagram) resorts to the velocity semi-amplitudes through the set of
equations:

(5)

The third relation leads to

(6)

which allows to derive three masses once one has been fixed. Adopting the lower possible
spectroscopic mass value MA (i.e. derived from the location in the HR diagram; Table 1, row M
(a)), we obtained dynamical masses consistent with the spectroscopic ones for all the
components. The masses derived in this way are listed in Table 1 in row M (b). Because both
subsystems are SB2, the dynamical mass ratios can be derived as q = Ms/Mp = Kp/Ks, where s
and p denote the secondary and primary components, and K is the RV amplitude.

Astrometric constraints. Astrometry from Gaia DR2 [11], Gaia eDR3 [12], Tycho-1 [13] and
Tycho-2 [14] provide constraints on the orientation on the sky of the relative orbit AB-CD, as we
now show. As may be seen in the Δ μα* and Δ μδ rows of Table 3, the differential proper motion
of the photocentre of HD 74438 with respect to the centre of mass of the cluster varies
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according to both the epoch of the observations and the time span covered by the position
observations used to derive the proper motion. That differential motion is compatible with zero
for the Tycho-2 data since these long time-span data (about one century-long) average out the
AB-CD orbital motion occurring on a much shorter time scale (5.7 y, as indicated in Table 1). On
the contrary, the much shorter time spans of the Tycho-1, Gaia DR2 and eDR3 proper motions
reveal the orbital motion on the sky. This motion is easily modelled by the Thiele-Ines constants
[63] A, B, F, G, which allow to express the position (x, y) of a component on the sky with respect
to a reference point (both will be specified below) as follows:

y = Δδ            = A x’ + F y’

x = Δα cos δ = B x’ + G y’,

with (x’, y’) the coordinates in the orbital plane:

x’ = r/a cos v = cos E - e,

y’ = r/a sin v = (1 - e2)½ sin E,

and v is the true anomaly, E the eccentric anomaly, e the orbital eccentricity, r the length of the
radius-vector and a the semi-major axis (whose exact definition will be specified below). After
derivating the above relations with respect to time, the proper motion components write

μα* = dx/dt =𝑛 𝑎" (𝐵' 𝑑𝑥'𝑑𝑡 + 𝐺' 𝑑𝑦'𝑑𝑡 ) =  𝑛 𝑎"(− 𝐵' 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝐸1 − 𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝐸 + 𝐺'  (1 −  𝑒²)½ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝐸1 − 𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝐸 ) 
(7a)

μδ = dy/dt = ,𝑛 𝑎" (𝐴' 𝑑𝑥'𝑑𝑡 + 𝐹' 𝑑𝑦'𝑑𝑡 ) =  𝑛 𝑎"(− 𝐴' 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝐸1 − 𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝐸 + 𝐹'  (1 −  𝑒²)½ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝐸1 − 𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝐸 ) 
(7b)

with

ẋ’ = −  𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝐸1 − 𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝐸
ẏ’ = (1 −  𝑒²)½ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝐸1 − 𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝐸
A’ = (cos ω cos Ω - sin ω sin Ω cos i)

B’ = (cos ω sin Ω - sin ω cos Ω cos i)

F’ = (-sin ω cos Ω - cos ω sin Ω cos i)

G’ = (-sin ω sin Ω + cos ω cos Ω cos i)

being the Thiele-Ines constants divided by n a”, where n = 2π / P and a” is the orbital
semi-major axis expressed in arcsec, i.e., a” = aau ὼ where ὼ is the parallax in arcsec. The
angles ω and Ω are the argument of periastron and longitude of the ascending node,
respectively. In the following, since we are dealing with astrometric and spectroscopic orbits,
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these angles refer to the absolute orbit of the considered component (or photocentre) around
the centre of mass of the considered system.

To go further, it is thus necessary to specify that the orbit probed by the observed differential
proper motion is that of the photocentre of the AB-CD pair around the centre of mass of the
system. The semi-major axis of the corresponding photocentric orbit (aphot

AB-CD) is related to that
of the relative AB-CD orbit (arel) by the relation [64]:

aphot
AB-CD = arel (κ - β), (8)

with κ =
𝑀 𝐶𝐷𝑀 𝐴𝐵 + 𝑀 𝐶𝐷

and 1/β = 1 + 100.4 Δm = 1+ where Δm = mCD - mAB ≥ 0 . In the specific case of HD 74438,
𝐿 𝐴𝐵𝐿 𝐶𝐷

arel = aAB + aCD = (MAB + MCD)1/3 P2/3 = 5.51 au, κ = 0.41, and β = 0.0872. Equation (8) may be
converted successively in a relation for the apparent semi-major axis on the sky (a”phot

AB-CD =
aphot

AB-CD ὼ ) and in a relation for the relative orbit proper motion (μrel = v”rel = 2 π a”rel / P = n
a”rel). For HD 74438, a”rel = 36.37 mas and  μrel = 40.37 mas y-1.  Thus

μphot
AB-CD = μrel (κ - β) = 13.03 mas y-1.

From the above considerations, it results that the proper-motion components observed by the
astrometric satellites (and listed in Table 3) correspond to those of the photocentre of the AB-CD
pair around the centre of mass of the system, i.e., μphot

AB-CD, so that the value of a” entering Eqs.
(7a-b) is actually a”phot

AB-CD . Therefore, one may define Ẋ ≡ μα* / μphot
AB-CD and Ẏ ≡ μδ / μphot

AB-CD

[with three possible pairs for (μα* , μδ ); namely from Tycho-1, Gaia DR2, and Gaia eDR3] such
that Eqs. (7a-b) may be rewritten, after some algebra:

Ẋ = B’ ẋ’ + G’ ẏ’ = dξ/dt sin Ω + dη/dt cos i cos Ω                                                          (9a)

Ẏ = A’ ẋ’ + F’ ẏ’ =  dη/dt cos Ω - dη/dt cos i sin Ω,                                                         (9b)

with

dξ/dt  = cos ω  ẋ’ - sin ω ẏ’

dη/dt = sin ω  ẋ’ + cos ω ẏ’ .

Since these various quantities are related through a rotation, it is easy to verify that

Ẋ2 +  Ẏ2 = (dξ/dt)2 + (dη/dt)2 cos2 i

and

(ẋ’)2 + (ẏ’)2 = (dξ/dt)2 + (dη/dt)2 .

The quantities Ẋ and Ẏ are proper-motion observables, obtained at some given epoch, whereas
dξ/dt and dη/dt, as well as ẋ’ and ẏ’, depend on time through the orbital motion. Equations (9a-b)
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then allow to derive Ω. Since the Gaia DR2 proper motion is the one obtained on the shortest
time span among all those listed in Table 3, it most accurately represents the orbital motion and
will be used in the astrometric analysis. The orbital ephemeris obtained with the orbital elements
listed in Table 1 (especially ω = 11° and i = 73°) predicts Ẋ2 + Ẏ2 = 0.698 at temporal phase
0.054 and epoch JD 2457133 or April 20, 2015 (2015.3), in very good agreement with the mean
epoch of Gaia DR2. At that time, the ephemeris predicts dξ/dt = -0.671 and (dη/dt) cos i = 0.497.
From these values and the above-mentioned Ẋ, Ẏ, Equations (9a-b) then yield Ω = 333° for the
longitude of the ascending node of the orbit of the AB-CD photocentre (close to that of AB)
around the AB-CD centre of mass. The possible operation of the ZLK phenomenon depends on
the mutual orbital inclinations Φ (of the long orbit with respect to any of the short orbits). The
angle Φ satisfies the relation

cos Φ = cos i1 cos i2 + sin i1 sin i2 cos (Ω1 - Ω2) (10)

where i1 , i2 are the inclinations of the long- and short-period orbit on the sky, and Ω1 , Ω2 their
respective longitudes of the ascending nodes. A definite evaluation of Φ is not possible,
however, in the absence of the knowledge of the longitude of the ascending node of the short
orbit. Nevertheless, given the large eccentricity (e = 0.15) for this short-period system (P = 4.4 d;
compare its location in the e - P diagram of similar systems with GV primaries in the
bottom-right panel of Fig. 3), it seems likely that the ZLK phenomenon is at work through the
gravitational interaction of the CD pair with AB-CD.

Birth scenario discussion. Multiple stars are thought to be produced according to the following
scenarios: (i) cluster fragmentation [65], i.e. core fragmentation for the outer (large period)
subsystem and disk fragmentation for the inner ones (namely the 2 shorter period pairs) or (ii)
dynamical and resonant capture. Several observables of HD 74438 contradict the capture
scenarios. Some simulations of dynamical evolution within young clusters in the Solar
Neighborhood have initial conditions (N = 182, simulation time = 50 My [66]) that match well
with our case (IC 2391, with 254 objects, is 43 My old). These simulations, including primordial
single, binary, triple but not quadruple stars, under-produce the latter compared to the observed
fractions by a factor of three, suggesting that a primordial population of quadruples must be
present. Moreover, some magneto-hydrodynamics simulations coupled with N-body, stellar
evolution and binary interaction codes [67] show that the binary fraction drops far below the
observed statistics for low-mass stars, presumably because primordial binary formation was not
included. These results tend to support a formation of lower-mass multiple systems like HD
74438 predominantly by primordial core and disk fragmentations rather than by capture within
the cluster.

ZLK oscillation timescales. To zeroth-order approximation, the ZLK oscillation timescale
depends on the masses, the periods and the eccentricity of the outer period. Using Eq. 1 of [68]
we estimated these timescales to be about 240 y for the pair AB around the center of mass of
CD and to be 620 y for the pair CD around the center of mass of AB. These correspond to 10⁴ to
10⁵ secular ZLK oscillation timescales since the birth of the cluster, enough to allow interactions
(triple common envelope evolution, merger, ejection, etc.) to occur.

Relativistic precession. Depending on the system parameters, general relativity effects may
cause pericenter precession, preventing the inner pair from reaching high eccentricities and
thereby avoiding close encounters. We estimated the relativistic timescales (~0.1 and ~0.01 My
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for the AB and CD orbit, respectively) to be much longer than the ZLK time scales quoted above.
Therefore, relativistic precession does not decrease the maximum eccentricity reachable by the
two inner pairs in HD 74438.

Future evolution of HD 74438. The MSE code models the evolution of multiple-star systems of
arbitrary configurations [15], taking into account gravitational dynamics, stellar evolution, and
binary interactions such as mass transfer and CE evolution. Also included are simple recipes for
‘triple’ interactions such as triple CE evolution, when a tight binary star enters the envelope of a
giant star. We employ Monte Carlo methods to sample a set of realisations of the observed
system taking into account the observational uncertainties. Specifically, for each system we
sample all parameters (the four masses and five orbital elements for each of the three orbits,
i.e., 19 parameters in total) from Gaussian distributions centred at the observed values, and with
standard deviations given by the observed error bars. An exception to the latter applies to the
longitudes of the ascending nodes, Ωi, which are not all observationally constrained and which
were sampled from flat distributions. With this Monte Carlo approach, we sample NMC = 10⁴
systems and evolve them with MSE until a system age of 10 Gy was reached, or until the
maximum allowed CPU wall time of 20 hr was reached, which occurred for about 67% of the
systems. Given the highly compact nature of HD74438, the system is computationally
prohibitively expensive to evolve (even using the secular approach in MSE), since the secular
time-scales are short compared to 10 Gy. Most first mergers occur at an early age of ∼10-100
My, significantly younger than the attained age of most of the systems for which the CPU wall
time was exceeded (peaking near 109 y, see Fig. 10). This justifies the imposed maximum wall
time. A summary of our results is given in Table 4, which shows the fractions per occurring
physical processes, number of remnants and outcomes of our simulations. We distinguish
between different events, i.e., each system can be attributed one or more events, and where
we distinguish between non interacting systems, those with one or more mergers (including
both CE evolution and direct collisions), CE evolution, direct collisions, dynamical instability,
and RLOF of a tertiary star onto an inner binary. In the latter case, mass transfer can proceed
stably (not likely), or unstably leading to triple CE evolution. About half of realisations do not
lead to interactions such as mergers, whereas the other half involves interactions such as stellar
mergers, and triple CE evolution. The high fraction of triple Roche Lobe Overflow (RLOF) and
triple CE (close to 40%) is much higher compared to the expectation for the entire population of
isolated triple systems [69]. We classify the final outcome of the system in terms of the number
of remaining objects (which can be stars or compact objects), as well as in terms of their
hierarchical configuration. The non-interacting systems correspond to stable quadruple systems
(fraction ∼ 0.5), which are the only final configuration with four remnants (e.g., the ‘Triple+Single’
outcome does not occur). When three remnants remain (fraction ∼ 0.1), they can be either in a
stable triple (likely), or a binary with an unbound single (not likely). If there are two remnants
(fraction ∼ 0.1), the fractions of them being bound and unbound to each other are ∼0.03 and
∼0.06, respectively. A single remnant occurs for a fraction of ∼ 0.2 of realisations, whereas there
are no cases with no remaining remnants. In almost all instances when the tertiary fills its Roche
lobe around an inner binary, the subsequent evolution is unstable and leads to triple CE
evolution. In addition, the simulation show that there is a clear preference for interacting
systems (in particular, mergers and triple CE systems) to have iAB / AB-CD close to 90°, whereas
the non-interacting systems favor initial iAB / AB-CD further from 90°, with peaks near the smallest
iAB / AB-CD around 20° , and the largest around 120°, as shown in Fig. 11. This can be easily
understood by noting that highly mutually inclined systems will lead to high eccentricities due to
strong secular evolution [42]. The overwhelming majority (∼ 98%) of first collisions indeed occur
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in orbit AB. On the other hand, iCD / AB-CD shows less distinct features among the different
outcomes, with the exception that non-interacting systems favor smaller iCD / AB-CD compared to
interacting ones (i.e., further separated from 90°). Fig. 12 illustrates one possible future
evolution of HD 74438 towards a WD with a sub-Chandrasekhar mass: the AB pair rapidly
collides after 170 My because secular evolution drives eccentricity close to unity. The merger
remnant, a 3.3 M⦿ MS star, subsequently evolves and fills its Roche lobe around the companion
binary at 540 My. The outcome of the triple CE is an unstable system in which a collision quickly
occurs between the two components of the inner binary. A WD+MS binary remains. As the MS
companion evolves, it fills its Roche lobe at around 2 Gy, ultimately causing a merger. The final
remnant is a single 1.3 M⦿ WD.

Supplementary information

The statistics of higher-order stellar systems are still very uncertain [30]. Recent large
spectroscopic surveys have harvested many spectroscopic multiple systems with two and three
components [70, 71] but very few [6] with four components (SB4).

Already known SB4. Quadruple systems with main-sequence components represent about 4%
of all stellar systems in the solar neighborhood. About 425 quadruples are known [28] and the
2+2 hierarchy appears to be more observed than 3+1 and trapezium systems. Nevertheless
quadruple spectroscopic binaries are rather rare. To our knowledge, only eight SB4 were
previously found, none of them in a cluster, all of them dimmer than HD 74438, and all of them
showing eclipses. Only two of them (6. and 8.) have reached the degree of characterization of
HD74438, but apparently without ZLK cycles at work. We report them below by chronological
order of characterisation:

1. BD−22°5866: K and M binaries with V = 10.4. The K binary is also an EB with a 2.2 d
period. No spectral decomposition [72]; unknown inclinations.

2. V994 Her: SB4 composed of 2 pairs of co-planar eclipsing binaries: (B8V+A0V) and
(A2V+A4V) with 2.1 and 1.4 d periods [73].

3. KIC 4247791: SB4 system with two eclipsing binaries made of 4 F-type stars (F0, F2,
F7, F8) with 4 d periods for each EB and V = 11.6. No spectral decomposition [74];

4. KIC 7177553: SB4 system consisting of two eccentric binaries with similar periods of
about 17 d where at least one system is eclipsing, V = 11.3. The four components are
G-type stars of similar masses [75].

5. EPIC 220204960: SB4 system with two interacting eclipsing binaries made of 4 M stars
with periods of 13-14 d with an outer period of about 1 y, and V = 12.7 [76].

6. V482 Per: SB4 system (B9, A1, A7, A7) with 2 EB with 2.4 and 6 d with an outer period
of 16.6 y, and V = 10.3 [77].

7. VW LMi: SB4 system (F-G spectral types) which is the tightest quadruple system with
2+2 hierarchy yet discovered, with 0.48, 7.93 and 355 d periods and V = 8.0 [78].

8. CzeV1731: SB4 system with 2 twin eclipsing binaries [79].

More SB4 candidates start to emerge from large-scale spectroscopic surveys like APOGEE [80]
and GALAH [81] but need follow-up observations to confirm their quadruple nature and,
ultimately, characterize their orbital and astrophysical parameters.
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Other 2+2 quadruple (but not SB4) in open clusters. Our literature search (from the Multiple
Star Catalogue [28] and the doubly eclipsing systems [47]) has revealed the following
quadruple systems within an open cluster (OC):

● μ Ori, a member of the Hyades, is one of the brightest quadruples, with both orbits and
inclinations known, as well as masses and luminosities derived from interferometry [29];

● HD 5980 (WN4+O7 I:), a member of the young OC NGC 346 in the SMC, which has
been the topic of a detailed spectral analysis, but its quadruple nature is uncertain [82];

● The four other quadruples in the Hyades, as well as HD 46180 in NGC 224, and HY and
KT Vel in IC 2391, have not reached the same level of characterisation as μ Ori;

● OGLE LMC-ECL-02903 is a doubly eclipsing binary in the Large Magellanic Cloud open
cluster KMH 283; the components are only characterized from the eclipse model fit using
the photometric data of the OGLE survey [47].

Higher-order multiples in open clusters. Higher order multiples are difficult to discover and
the ones reported in the MSC [28] mainly result from incidental findings. To date, 70 quintuples
and 18 sextuples have been reported, with few of them located in OC and molecular clouds.
Five septuples have also been reported with most of them being part of moving groups or
associations. Due to the strong statistical biases, any conclusion on the frequency of multiples
in the field and in OC is still premature. Large on-going and future surveys will allow us to
increase the statistics of these interesting high-order multiples.
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Figures

Figure 6. CCFs computed from high-resolution spectra of HD 74438 at different Julian epochs as
labelled (black lines) and multi-gaussian fits (red lines). The vertical dotted line is the mean velocity of
IC 2391. Left: HERCULES/UCMJO CCFs. The time series covers one week and the vertical position of
the spectra scales with time. Right: same as left for HRS/SALT CCFs. The time series covers 7 months.
The vertical shift of the spectra is arbitrary. Spectral fitting was performed using the two spectra marked
with an asterisk and plotted in bold.
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Figure 7. Orbital solutions from Table 1 and measured RVs for the four components of the SB4.
Top: GIRAFFE data, middle top: UVES/VLT from GES data. middle bottom: HRS/SALT data, bottom:
HERCULES/UCMJO data. Not all the RVs are presented here.
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Figure 8. RV solutions using HERCULES/UCMJO and HRS/SALT data points for the brightest AB
pair (left) and for the faintest CD pair (right). The GES data points are not included in the computation
of the orbital solutions because taken 5 y before, showing the gravitational effect between the two inner
pairs.

Figure 9. RV solution of the wide pair AB-CD using center of mass RV of the AB and CD pairs.
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Figure 10. Probability distributions of merger times in the simulations. The distribution of
times of all merger events is displayed with the blue dotted lines, and the times of the first
merger in the system (if applicable) with the red solid line. The distributions of the maximum age
reached by the system for the systems in which the maximum wall time was exceeded is shown
with the green dashed line.

Figure 11. Probability distributions of the current mutual inclinations (left panel: i AB / AB-CD ;
right panel: i CD / AB-CD) leading to different events in our Monte Carlo simulations (as described in
the legends). The curve labelled ICs corresponds to the distribution of the initial mutual
inclinations (encompassing all possible outcomes). This distribution is obtained from the
observed values of the individual orbital inclinations on the sky, complemented by flat
distributions for the longitudes of the unknown ascending nodes (Eq. 10).
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Figure 12. One possible future evolution of HD 74438. Each panel shows an event of
interest as labeled at the top, with the time indicated in each subpanel and the system
represented schematically in a so-called mobile diagram [83, see also 15], with orbital
parameters (semimajor axes a and eccentricities e) and masses (in units of M⦿) indicated. The
meaning of the dot colors (representing the stars) is indicated in the legend at the top. The
quadruple experiences unstable RLOF, triple CE and merger events, leaving a WD remnant with
a sub-Chandrasekhar mass of 1.3 M⦿.
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Instrument Resolving
power
(𝛌/𝚫𝛌)

Spectral coverage
(Å)

Number of
exposures

Epoch range

GIRAFFE/VLT 22 000 [ 3 850, 4 050] 3 25 d

UVES/VLT 47 000 [4 800, 6 200] 45 2.5 h

HERCULES/UCMJO 41 000 [4 160, 7 635] 193 ~2.3 y

HRS/SALT 65 000 [3 830, 8 775] 13 ~2 y

Table 2. Summary of the spectroscopic observations.

Catalogue HD 74438
(Tycho-1)

HD 74438
(Tycho-2)

HD 74438
(Gaia DR2)

HD 74438
(Gaia eDR3)

Cluster
center

Mid-epoch (y) 1991.25 1991.23 2015.5 2016.0 -

Time span (y) 3.5 ~ 100 1.8 2.8 -

μα* (mas y-1) -33.5 ± 4.0 -23.4 ± 1.5 -15.895 ± 0.122 -17.74 ± 0.09 -24.93 ± 0.0813.

μδ (mas y-1) +27.8 ± 3.4 +23.7 ± 1.4 +17.256 ± 0.131 +17.06 ± 0.10 +23.26 ± 0.1113.

Δμα* (mas y-1) -8.57 ± 4.0 1.53 ± 1.5 9.03 ± 0.14 7.19 ± 0.12 -

Δμδ (mas y-1) 4.54 ± 3.4 0.44 ± 1.4 -6.00 ± 0.17 -6.20 ± 0.15 -

Ẋ = Δμα* / μ”AB-CD,phot -0.659 0.118 0.694 0.553 -

Ẏ = Δμδ / μ”AB-CD,phot 0.349 0.034 -0.461 -0.477 -

Ẋ2 + Ẏ2 0.556 0.015 0.694 0.533 -

Table 3. Proper motions in right ascension (RA, including the cos De factor) and declination (De).
The differential proper motion Δμα* and Δμδ denote the differential stellar motion with respect to the
cluster. The differential proper motions from Tycho-1, Gaia DR2, and Gaia eDR3 reflect the orbital motion
of the ABCD photocentre around the centre of mass of the cluster.
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Description Fraction Final outcomes Fraction

No interaction 0.535 ± 0.007 Quadruple 0.535 ± 0.007

Mergers all 0.465 ± 0.007 Single 0.236 ± 0.005

CE 0.298 ± 0.005 Triple 0.117 ± 0.003

Collision 0.461 ± 0.007 Two Single 0.058 ± 0.002

Dynamical instability 0.010 ± 0.001 Binary 0.030 ± 0.002

Triple RLOF 0.363 ± 0.006 Binary+Single 0.024 ± 0.002

Triple CE 0.360 ± 0.006

Number of final remnants Fraction Triple CE outcomes Fraction

1 0.236 ± 0.005 Triple 0.036 ± 0.003

2 0.088 ± 0.003 Merger(s) 0.705 ± 0.014

3 0.141 ± 0.004 Binary+Single 0.152 ± 0.006

4 0.535 ± 0.007 Indeterminate 0.107 ± 0.005

Table 4. Outcome fraction per physical process (several processes can actually occur for a given
simulated system), number of remnants and final outcomes of MSE simulations. Statistical error bars are
given (based on Poisson statistics). ‘Mergers all’ means that any kind of merger occurred at any point,
irrespective of whether or not an ejection event happened. Dynamical instability represents instability
triggered by stellar evolution (e.g. orbital expansion due to wind mass loss). In some cases, the outcome
was indeterminate from the simulation data in relation to the CPU wall time being exceeded.
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